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Greetings all,
Well we are at the half way mark of
2017 and some members are
reporting an ok year to date;
however the industry still faces many
challenges ahead.
The other day I was so disappointed
by the news NSW wants to start an
association and have approached
NAMOA suppliers for support, but
what was pleasing to hear from some
suppliers who offered their 100%
support to NAMOA.
If we go back over the last five
years ,our association had become
stagnant in my opinion and things
need to change for all members - big
and small - as all members have
thousands of dollars invested in this
industry, as well as some of the
bigger operators have millions of
dollars. So it’s best to seek a united
front in facing challenges ahead.
With the breakaway group in NSW
causing major disharmony to our
industry - possibly because of some
individual’s selfish power grab. They
really didn’t respect our industry by
suggesting to some members to pick
a side, and wasted good resources in
doing so.
You would think in today’s
democracy the proper process
should have been followed through,
but no they caused such
disharmony. It setback our industry
many years, with a lot of
untrustworthiness today amongst
members because of a few people’s
selfish acts and abuse of their
previous positions in NAMOA.
Well, I’m writing to you today not to
dwell on the past, but to make our
association better for all members.
It’s not to say we should forget the
past, but to learn from it and to keep
our focus on member’s needs.
NAMOA QLD has put together a
wonderful educational and resource
program for the benefit of
Queensland members at this stage.
NAMOA QLD members will see the
benefit of this program over the next

twelve months and NAMOA QLD is
seeking the Queensland
Government’s approval for
accreditation for all members and
our industry supplier. Shadforth
Insurance Brokers is right behind
this program when the NAMOA QLD
presented their plan to Shadforth
just last month.

across Australia, and not dwell on
the past.

As president of NAMOA QLD also,
I intend to supply the results of the
program to the national board of
NAMOA in the coming months
ahead, so all members across
Australia can have access to this
program, should the national board
approve it.

Many thanks to members for all your
support.

Members may have noticed the
NAMOA website is being updated
slowly as we speak and this
transition of a fresh look NAMOA
website will come over the following
months ahead.
Please also Like Us on Facebook to
get instant updates as things happen
in our industry. https://www.facebook.com/NAMOAGROUP/#
I am very confident the NAMOA QLD
members program will deliver
benefits to member’s businesses and
I am hopeful that in the future all
members across Australia can have
access too.
So, I ask our industry today, “Do we
All want to grow our businesses?” or
“Do we All want to stay a
fragmented industry?
Well, I can tell you all I will fight for
our industry, to become the industry
that has more professional
operators, with the latest
equipment for locations, and work
with any member who wants our
industry to be strong and proactive
for all members, not just be there
when something happens that
impacts our industry.
So, I ask members today to help
make our industry to become better,
by renewing or re-joining NAMOA
and get all the benefits the NAMOA
Board aspire to deliver members

Let’s make this happen together and
be part of the fresh look NAMOA
and make our industry more
professional, and be a proud member
of the Number One Amusement
Association in Australia.

Tony Argery
NAMOA President
AMOAQ President

In Sad news for our Industry
Tragic Accident
It was hard hearing the news the other
week of our extremely well like board
members Claire & Garth Pink devastating
news of losing some of their young
relative family members Jack, Marina &
Destiny to a tragic accident.
On behalf of the members of NAMOA our
condolences to the much-adored Pink
Family and our thoughts are with you at
such a challenging time.
NAMOA Board
In other sad news, again our industry has
lost another long-term character Walter
(everyone called him Wally) Ferreira from
Blue Chip company and our behalf of the
NAMOA Board our sincere condolences
to the family wife Debbie, his children,
daughter Candice and son Colt.

NAMOA Board
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THE PINK FAMILY TRAGEDY
Glenn and Jaze Pink and The Pink
Family of the Showmen's Guild are
mourning the tragic sudden loss of
their son Jack 19. His sister Destiny
15 and sister, Marina, would have
turned 18 the day after the crash.

"Tragically our beautiful nieces and
nephew died in a head-on collision
with a semi-trailer fuel tanker this
morning," their uncle Justin Watene
said on a GoFundMe page set up
after the crash.

All three were killed in what was
reported to be a crash between a
car, a truck and a fuel tanker near
Boggabilla, close to the
Queensland-NSW border, just after
6am local time. Jack Pink was
driving a truck and towing a trailer.

The Showmens Guild of Australasia
said the deaths were "an enormous
loss" to the community. A guild
spokesman said yesterday was the
darkest day their community had
ever seen. "We are a small
community and we are very close to
one another and everyone is
affected by this.

His sisters were in the car, police
said. The teens were part of a
tight-knit family of nine, and have
four surviving siblings - Coral,
Jeanna, George and Patrick.

One friend said: "This will rock the
show community to no end. The
Pink family are well-respected

within the industry and the family
have represented the Showmens
Guild for many, many years.
We would like to thank everyone at
NAMOA, on behalf of the whole Pink
Family, for their kind wishes and
support and flowers over the last
few weeks after the tragic death of
Jack, Marina and Destiny.
The support we have received, as a
family, is amazing and a big
reflection on how much Jack,
Marina and Destiny were loved
within the community.
Claire Pink,
Vice PresidentAmusement Machine Operators
Association of Queensland Inc.
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SAFETY ISSUE FOR DRIVERS!
This is the thing these days, with
people out of work and needing
cash (mainly for drugs!).
Beware, it's headed your way.
Just last weekend on Friday night
we parked in a public parking area.
As we drove away I noticed a sticker
on the rear window of the car.
When I got home and took it off, it
was a receipt for gas. Luckily my
friend had told me not to stop as it
could be someone waiting for me to
get out of the car. Then we received
this email yesterday:
WARNING FROM POLICE:
THIS APPLIES TO BOTH WOMEN
AND MEN. BEWARE OF A PIECE
OF PAPER ON THE BACK WINDOW
OF YOUR VEHICLE (A NEW WAY TO
DO CARJACKING!) (NOT A JOKE!)

Heads up everyone! Please, keep
this circulating. You walk across the
parking lot, unlock your car and get
inside. You start the engine and
shift into reverse.

So now the carjacker has your car,
your home address, your money, and
your keys. Your home and your
whole identity are now compromised!

When you look into the rearview
mirror to back out of your parking
space, you notice a piece of paper
stuck to the middle of the rear
window.

Beware of this new scheme that is
now being used.

So, you shift into Park, unlock your
doors, and jump out of your car to
remove that paper (or whatever it is)
that is obstructing your view.
When you reach the back of your
car, that is when the carjackers
appear out of nowhere, jump into
your car and take off. They
practically mow you down as they
speed off in your car.

If you see a piece of paper stuck to
your back window, just drive away.
Remove the paper later! And be
thankful that you read this e-mail.
I hope you will forward this to
friends and family, especially to
women.
A purse contains all kinds of
personal information and
identification documents, and you
certainly do NOT want it to fall into
the wrong hands.

And guess what, ladies ? I bet your
purse is still in the car!

POLICE WARN:
SAFETY ISSUE
FOR DRIVERS!
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Scott Morrison handed down
the 2017 budget with some
direct implications for the
test and tag industry, as well
as test and tag business
owners.
You’ll remember that the
government previously introduced
instant tax reductions for any
business equipment under $20,000.

HAVE YOU HAD
YOUR APPLIANCES
TESTED?
ITS THE LAW!

This $20,000 instant asset tax
write-off scheme is now being
extended until June 30, 2018. This
is of course is fantastic news for
any test and tag business owners
that require extra equipment.

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
RECALLED IN 2017:
THE ITEMS YOU NEED
TO BE AWARE OF

From a recall standpoint, 2017 has
seen its fair share of electrical
products being recalled - from power
boards, chargers and adaptors.
It’s important you’re aware of the
items that have been recently
recalled by the ACCC, as these
products are still capable of passing
standard tests, even if they are
considered faulty.
Since 2013 there's been a
noticeable influx of inferior
products entering the market,
which seems to correlate to the
number of items being recalled.
Suprisingly, this number is slowly
dropping each year, so it'll be
interesting to see how the rest of
this year plays out.
Year Electrical Products Recalled:
2017 x 10
2016 x 54
2015 x 61

2014 x 71
2013 x 38

Source: ACCC Product Safety

Here’s a list of the most recent and
common electrical items recalled
this year:
GSM 4 Outlet Powerboard
-20/03/2017
JB Hi Fi Universal Charger
-27/02/2017
Powerleader Heavy Duty Metal
Powerboard
-20/02/2017
Sonova Plug Adaptor
-05/01/2017
Although this list includes electrical
items, please go to the ACCC website
to see a complete list.
If you happen to come across any of
these items, they’ll need to be
withdrawn from service immediately
and placed with a fail tag.
See the full range of Test & Tag
Training services, next page ...
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Test & Tag Training is a Registered Training
Organisation offering a full range of training
services to cater for the Testing & Tagging of
Portable Electrical Appliances to Australian
Standards 3760 & 3012.

AC/DC PRO VAULT EDITION PINBALL AT
$8150, THESE WON'T LAST

If you're looking to take part in a one day test
and tag course, our highly qualified instructors
will take you through every aspect of the
Standards, while also providing participants
with the relevant knowledge to competently
carry out testing and tagging of all types of
Electrical Appliances.

The game features twelve classic AC/DC hits, including
"Back In Black", "Highway To Hell" and "You Shook Me
All Night Long".

Test & Tag Training currently has training
locations in Melbourne, Perth, Adelaide,
Brisbane, Sydney, Gold Coast, and Sunshine
Coast, with facilities designed for an
enjoyable and practical learning experience.
Other new training venues will be coming
soon in Hobart, Darwin & Cairns.

Sufficient One on One Training
Our courses are limited to a small number of
students to ensure that all who attend are
given sufficient one on one contact with our
instructor. Courses are available on a weekly
basis and we are flexible with dates to cater
for your needs.

Back By Popular Demand, Stern Pinball Encores AC/DC
Pinball Machine For a Limited Time.

Other exciting game features include two separate
ramps, a ball-shooting cannon, eight drop targets, a
mechanized Hell's Bell and animations of the AC/DC
band.
Players can also join the party with a TNT detonator and
the Devil's Jukebox. This tribute to one of rock and roll's
most memorable bands pushes the auditory limits with
its sound, style and infectious riffs. The AC/DC machine
is designed to rock. The AC/DC Pro features technological
upgrades featuring all LED lighting and a swinging bell.
www.zax.com.au
E-mail: sales@zax.com.au

If you need to Test and Tag appliances within
your own facility or starting up a business by
providing the service for other businesses,
Test & Tag Training will equip you with all the
knowledge and equipment to start you off on
the right track.
Upon successful completion of our course,
you will be deemed as a "Competent Person"
and be qualified to carry out Testing and
Tagging to the Australian Standards 3760 and
3012.
Participants will be trained on the latest
technology using a wide range of Portable
Appliance Testers.
Call us on 1300 848 302 to find out when the
next course is on in your area.

www.testandtagtraining.com.au
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CHOCOLATE & PLUSH TOY
CRANE GAMES FOR SALE

NSW AMUSEMENT
BUSINESS FOR SALE

Queensland Operator retiring from
the industry

3 fully supervised profit share
locations at Newcastle

Contact: Rick Hyde
Mobile: 0409 491 029

Central Coast and Sydney North
Shore

FOR SALE
Two Earlier Version Chocolate
Factory crane amusement
machines $2,500 each
Contact: Tony 0418 988988

Established 17 years, owner
retiring from industry
Tax figures showing annual
turnover $170,000 plus
Includes stock and equipment as
listed below.

$75000+GST
Dead Heat x 4 seats
Need For Speed Carbon x 2 seats
Fast n Furious x 2 seats
Daytona Twin
Big Buck HD
Time Crisis 4 Twin
Terminator Salvation
Aliens Extermination
Starblitz DX Photobooth
Snapshot DX Photobooth
Keymaster
Giant Stacker (club)
Stacker (club) x 2
Extra Play standard
Bonus Spin standard
Toy Soldier standard
Googol (Coinop Solutions crane)
Movie Stars Jumbo
Roberto Air Hockey
Mini Air Hockey (Cashbox)
Kiss pinball pro
Token Machines x 2
Coin Counter
Daytona game board
Various spare parts
Plush Toys
Novelties
Fun Tokens
For all enquires Call: 0419 296 924.
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COOLY PINBALL CLASSIC
COOLY PINBALL CLASSIC
By: Jason Lambert
(one of the Gold Coast Pinball Club’s member)

I just wanted to again say a massive
thank you to EVERYONE for their
attendance, support, help and
general great spirit during the past
weekend at the 2017 TZ Cooly
Pinball Classic.
When we first looked at running the
event back in January this year, we
weren't sure how running 5 IFPA
events in 3 days would turn out, and
thankfully all seemed to go to plan.
We had a grand total of 80 different
players attend at least 1 event over
the weekend, including the locals
and those from Northern NSW,
Newcastle, Sydney, Melbourne &
Adelaide, and I can't thank all
players enough for coming along.
When you consider that there were a
number of players who couldn't
attend due to various reasons
(cancelled flights, roads cut, illness),
we were absolutely stoked with the
numbers.

Australian Women's
Championship
What a fantastic sight to see a total
of 21 players in attendance on the

Friday night! We originally had a
goal to make 16 players, but to end
up with 21 ladies (including a few
new players) was superb. A high
quality field of ladies meant that
competition was going to be tough.
eeach played their 10 games to
qualify. The ladies then broke off
into 2 groups of 4, with the Top 2
players in each group advancing to
the final round after their 3 games.

matches. In the end, PETER WATT
come out in front as the Champion in
this event, running through the field
UNDEFEATED and earning no
strikes. It was nearly 1am before
players had finished the comps, and
thank you to Jamin & Timezone for
allowing us to stay back so late after
trading hours.

Each of the ladies played a further 5
games (1 game on each machine),
with ESTHER AHRONHEIM being
declared the first-ever Australian
Women's Champion.

Wow! 61 players! Simply amazing!
Thank you to each and every single
one of you for making this event as
big as it was. There were some great
results posted by ALL players, and
thank you to all for your patience
with us throughout the event.

It was great to play a part in hosting
the first Australian's Women
tournament in this country and look
forward to being a part of it again in
the future!

Cooly Classic 3-strikes
While the Women battled it out on
the Friday night, the Men also had
their opportunity with a 3-strikes
tournament being held at the same
time.
What started with 34 players,
quickly dwindled down to a handful
as players were given strikes from
finishing 3rd & 4th place in their

Cooly Classic

Nearly 1100 scores had to be written
down, signed, verified, entered and
double checked. There were players
arriving from the start at 9.30am,
right through until 4pm. In the end,
qualifying time was extended while
we had so many scores to enter, with
qualifying wrapping up at 8pm.
In all matches, the highest seed took
on the lowest seed, and so on, until
all players were paired up in a match.
Continued on page 9...
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Continued from page 8...

FLIP FRENZY #1 & #2
With the 'serious' events done and
dusted, it was time to move on to
the 'fast, fun & frenetic' formats,
known as the Flip Frenzy. Players
had the option of playing in either
event on the Sunday or - for the
pinball mad - playing in both in a
7-hour marathon (2 x 3.5 hour
events). 36 & 37 players in event
respectively were keen to give the
'frenzy' of pinball a go, with some
very different results coming out of
both.
With results out of the way, I'd like
to personally thank the following
people for all of their assistance and
more over the weekend:

Scorers - Chris Wade @JoeSoap,

Geoff Wills, Tim Chapman, Kirsty
Watt, Alex Uribe (Timezone), Jamin
Jacub (Timezone), Widya Anwar
(Timezone), Luke Marburg Without
all of you helping enter scores, we'd
probably still be waiting for results
now.

Machine providers - Timezone

Coolangatta, Timezone Surfers
Paradise, Peter Watt, Hollie Mills,
Luke French, Rob Singh, Brett
Goodwin Wow! These machines
copped an absolute battering over
the 3 days, not to mention the
transport to and from the venue. All
machines held up very well until the
final Flip Frenzy, where a few
started to give in. Without
machines, we can't play pinball!

Venue - Timezone Coolangatta,

Jamin Jacub & Juan Uribe. What an
amazing venue to host an event. I'm
sure there were a few people who
weren't sure if it would be a suitable
location to play a pinball comp, but
everyone was impressed. (Maybe it
is had something to do with the bar
being close by??? ) All I can say is
that NOTHING was any trouble at
all.

late on Friday & Saturday night, for
being the best Arcade & Entertainment
venue in the country. We cannot
speak highly enough for what Juan,
Jamin & crew do for our pinball
community in South QLD, and this
weekend was a true testament to
that.
Thank you once again for being a
part of the 2017 Timezone Cooly
Pinball Classic. Next up here in QLD
will be the 2017 Brisbane Masters
(planning started yesterday!) and no
doubt we will be back for the 2018
Cooly Classic!.

Thank you for the great setup, for
the use of the machines, for the
extra prizes, for organising the
player discounts, for staying open
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GEORGE VALENTINE
CAMPBELL
Was born in Brisbane on 29August
1930, and completed an Electrical
Apprenticeship at Brisbane Technical
College. Commenced working at
The Royal Brisbane Hospital
maintaining the radiography
equipment, and later at AWA
servicing radios on aircraft at
airports in Sydney, Brisbane and
Port Moresby.
In 1957 George Married Enid
McDowell after a whirlwind
romance, and they went to New
Guinea where George serviced
radios on a variety of aircraft
including Catalina Flying Boats.
George and Enid moved back to
Brisbane in 1959 and George
continued working for AWA. He also
ran his own TV repair business in
Woolloongabba, and applied for a
position with National Instruments
owned by John Larkin, manufacturer
of AMI Juke Boxes. The Company
was based in Sydney but required a
manager in Brisbane. George
secured the position and worked for
John until the late 1960s.
In the 1970s, George started fixing
machines at home and set up his
own business called Amusement
Distributors. He then founded
Campbell Amusement Machines
and became an operator. During his
time he employed approximately 13
staff and then moved to a factory in
Fortitude Valley. He then expanded
the business to include branches in
Townsville, Mackay and Cairns,
including an Amusement Machine
Parlour in Cairns, aptly named
‘Campbell’s Kingdom”.

Towards the end of the eighties,
George represented NSM and
distributed their Juke Boxes. He
went on to sell EMT Kiddie Rides as
well as Juke Boxes. In 1991 George
received Honorary Life Membership
of the AMOAQ for loyal and
dedicated service given as Past
President, Past Secretary and
Foundation Member of the
Association.
Several years later he developed a
conversion kit for Juke Boxes with
old technology, allowing machine
owners to upgrade to internet based
Juke Boxes. George continued with
this business and provided technical
service to NSM machine owners,
and working through illness he was
available 24/7 to anyone who
needed him.
Work and family occupied a large
proportion of his life, but over the
years George did manage to
squeeze in some play time.
He inherited a love of
ham radios from his
father and enjoyed
talking to people all
over the world.

Tiger Moths in New Guinea and
Brisbane. This love of flying was
rekindled later in life when he flew
Cessnas out of Archerfield Aerodrome and gained his aerobatics
licence. He also became a member
of the Royal Queensland Aero Club.
George travelled to USA and Europe
on several occasions to visit
industry contacts and to keep up to
date with the latest technology. He
became a mentor to many in the
amusement machine industry. He
will be remembered as an amazing
man with an incredible mind and is
missed by everyone whose lives he
touched.
His passing must be noted with love
and admiration because he was
indeed cut from a rare breed of
cloth as a human being and truly is
an “Icon to the Australian
Amusement Industry”.

George with
one of many
awards

As a single man in
New Guinea, he raced
flat track motorcycles.
Working at airports it
was a natural
progression to learn to
fly and George flew

Enid and
George

By this time, George was instrumental
in founding the Amusement
Machine Operators Association of
Queensland (AMOAQ) and had
become a vocal advocate for the
industry. He eventually closed down
the branches in the 1980s but kept
trading as George Campbell and
Company.
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PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS!

REDEMPTION STICKERS

ADVERTISING RATES

Site/location Agreement
Books.

A lot of discussion has been had
regarding the quality/price of prizes
that are on offer in Prize Redemption
games and the feedback from
customers is that young children are
‘seduced’ into playing some
redemption games that have major
prizes of Playstation’s, mobile
phones. IPods etc.

FULL PAGE $220.00
HALF PAGE $165.00
QUARTER PAGE $110.00
PREFERRED SUPPLIER
ADVERTISING $88.00
per financial year.

(50 duplicate Agreements in a pad)
COST: $22.00
(Includes GST and Postage)
New Members receive a
COMPLIMENTARY Book. To
save wastage, it has to be
requested).
Delivery Dockets are used for
Record of Ownership. Title and
Commercials Terms.

NAMOA has re-designed new
stickers which are reversed printed
and attached to the inside glass of
Prize Redemption games, according
to the value of the
prize.

Book is A5 - 50 pages in duplicate
Introductory Delivery Docket Book
$9.90 (includes GST, Postage and
Handling)

G Maximum Prize Value $20.00
PG Maximum Prize Value $50.00
M Maximum Prize Value $100.00
MA Maximum Prize Value $200.00

Additional Delivery Docket Books -

Members are entitled to 20 free
stickers, but you must apply for
them. Please advise the combination you require. Additional stickers
can be purchased by members at
$1.10 each, which includes
GST, postage and handling.

Delivery Dockets

Special Price
$16.50 (includes GST, postage
and Handling)
To order - please e-mail
admin@namoa.com.au
(Prices may change without notice)

COLOUR in JPEG format

This includes
The Collector and the Web Site.
(The above Prices include the GST).
Rates may change without notice.

Deadlines

28 February
31 May
31 August
30 November

To order your Stickers please
contact Juanita Keegan. admin@namoa.com.au

VIDEO GAME MACHINE
LABELS
Labels are not available from
NAMOA. Go to the
Government Web Site
Machine Labels can be downloaded
from www.oflc.gov.au
(Classification Markings)
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E: sales@billiardimports.com.au

ANDO’S AMUSEMENTS
(AUST)P/L
Members - is your business included
in these listings? If not - you are
missing out on other members
knowing what your business offers!
Your listing is also placed on the
NAMOA web site as well as here in
the printed Collector. Cost to you is
$80 plus GST for 1 year on the web,
including 4 Collector listings. PRO
RATA for the remaining issues this
year. Advertising rates may change
without notice.
Email Juanita:
admin@namoa.com.au
with your paragraph and your
advertisement will be in the next
Issue and go straight onto the web
site. (in Microsoft Word, please)
Not a Member? Join Now and take
advantage of this listing directory.

ALLSTAR are the #1 independent

distributor of POP VINYL toys in
Australia. We offer individual or
assorted mix. Ideal for Crane or any
machine. Check the website for
details, specialise in FEC prizes like
Monopoly, Superhero items and Pop
Culture related.

A.M.D. SYDNEY

Amusement Machine Distributors.
Australian Distributors for Stern
Pinball, Incredible Technologies, LAI
Games, ICE, Sam Billiards,
Benchmark, UNIS & Betsons.
Full range: new and used machines,
service and spare parts available.
Ph: 02 9700 9600.
Fax: 02 9669 1266.
www.amdcoinop.com
E: bcolbourne@amdcoinop.com

AMUSINC

Importers of:
- Quality Crane/Skill Testers
- Prize Redemption Machines
- Spare Parts
- Licenced Plush Toys
- New Containers Always Arriving
- Representing Manufacturers from
- China, Korea, Taiwan and USA
- Global Importers.

www.funwheels.com.au
Rob Parsons - 0419 606776

Ph: Larry 0416 177 077
Fax: 07 4779 8672
E: andosam1@bigpond.com

CASHFLOW ENTERTAINMENT P/L
Designed to meet global market
expectations with CNC manufacturing.
Australian designed and
manufactured PCB’s and Software.
Cutting edge 3G SMS communication
systems. Producing a range of
Cranes, Redemption, Ticket and
Sports games. Balancing High
quality with Low prices.
Ph: 0432 323 333
E: admin@cashflowgames.com.au
www.cashflowgames.com.au

Give us a call for your needs.
Todd McDougall 0400 993 393
www.amusinc.com.au
E: coin_net@hotmail.com

www.allstarbrands.com.au
Fun wheels offer BERG pedal Go
Karts for fun outdoor toys from 5-99
see website for details, ideal for
major prizes for FEC or machine
operators. Check website for details
or call.

Sales- various types of Second Hand
of coin operated amusements,
including Kiddy Rides.

BILLIARD IMPORTS PTY LTD
Suppliers since 1981 of English
cloth, Essex Straight Six Coin
Mechs, K.P. balls, Hustler, Cuetec
and Club cues, Italian slate, light
fringes and accessories.
Ph: 07 3343 5022
Fax: 07 3349 9620

COIN OP SOLUTIONS
Exclusive distributor for Wu Mar
Harng/Paokai Electronic. Australian
Designed Cranes – A crane for every
Location. Toy Soldier, Maxi Claw,
Win Every time, Cool Age Chocolate
and Movie Stars. Glass All-round,
LCD Screens, security bars, bill
acceptors and many more options.
2 Year warranty on boards and
motors. Now available – plush mixes
20cm, 25cm, 30cm and 40cm
Mark Robins - 0433 118 477
Ph: 03 9555 1409
E: mark@coinopsolutions.com
www.coinopsolutions.com
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ESCAPE ELECTRONICS

FLAMINGO RECORDS

PENNY JUNCTION AUST. P/L

Distributors of all Coin Operated
Equipment. Exclusive Distributors
for NSM Music Digital Jukeboxes,
Rock-Ola/Antique Apparatus
Jukeboxes.

Current audio and video CDs for your
sited or home juke boxes. Brand new
and used 7” vinyl records; lamps and
stylii/needles for all makes and
models of vinyl record juke boxes.

Manufacturers of the Escape
Challenger Pool Table Series.
Escape also supplies Parts for all Amusement Games
- Wurlitzer
- Rowe
- NSM
- Rock-Ola Jukeboxes.

Phone Erwin for a quote for your
monthly CD and VCD orders. Video CD
programs available for rental.

We are Australia’s largest bulk
vending wholesaler of all gumball
products, capsuled toys (25mm to
93mm), rubber bouncing balls
(27mm to 50mm) and mixed bulk
toys for stackers and similar
machines.

Ph: 0418 127 514 or 03 6234 1300
E:flamrecs@bigpond.net.au

For all your Co Op Needs,
Call Escape: (02) 9796 2507
E:frankk@escapeelectronics.com

Hunter Leisure supply toys suitable
for crane & redemption machines.

Need help with your
website, advertising
or print media?
Check out our
services today at
www.fidgetmedia.com.au
Call: 0431 114 977

Ph: Geoff Guthrie 03 9318 1047
Unit 1/1 Caulson Close
Maribyrnong Victoria 3032
E: pennyjunction@bigpond.com
www.pennyjunction.com.au

REFLEX GAMES

HUNTER LEISURE

media

We are able to service everywhere in
Australia and our pricing will not be
beaten.

Ph: 03 9287 9888
Contact: Sonia Rhind
E: soniar@hunterleisure.com.au
or cathyd@hunterleisure.com.au
www.hunterleisure.com.au

MICRO SYSTEM CONTROLS P/LTD
Designers and Suppliers of:
Australian Design Award winning
Microcoin QL, Microcoin SP,
GBA Note Acceptors

Suppliers of coin-operated arcade
equipment and associated products,
including simulators, redemption
equipment, cabinets, software,
pinballs, jukeboxes and kiddie rides.
Register your surplus equipment on
our consignment listing.
Steve has been distributing
amusement equipment since 1977,
so for experienced advice,
competitive prices from a supplier
who does not operate in competition
with his customers, give him a call.
Steve Patan (03) 9016 6961
Fax: (03) 9016 6961 or
Ph: 0414 660 069
E: reflexgames@bigpond.com
www.reflexgames.com.au

For sales and service enquiries,
please contact Robert Bird.
Ph:03 9646 6446
Fax: 03 9646 6447
E: sales@microcoin.com
W: www.microcoin.com
14
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THOMPSON

BILLIARD TABLES
RIDE ON ENTERTAINMENT

THOMPSON BILLIARDS

Cars, Planes, Train
“you name it-We have it in stock”
1940’s rides starting from $500 sold
as is” Hundreds of models to choose
from in our Sydney and Melbourne
warehouses.

Manufacturers of Coin Tables and
Home Tables, as well as accessories.
35 years manufacturing experience
in the industry.

Licensed character rides available.
For assistance please contact
Office: 03 9890 7577
E: louise@rideon.com.au
www.rideon.com.au

Shipping nationally from the Gold
Coast, Qld.
Phone: 07 5537 6922
Fax: 07 5529 1022
E: admin@thompsonbilliardtables.com.au

NAMOA STATE
REPRESENTATIVES
NEW SOUTH WALES
Ron Mroz - 0425 709 032
E: rmroz@kingpinbowling.com.au
VICTORIA
Zak Athanasiadis – 03 9676 9190
E: zak@zax.com.au
Steve Kimmins – 0409 345 684
E: stevekimmins@bigpond.com
QUEENSLAND
Tony Argery (NAMOA President)
Mobile: 0418 988 988:
E: tony@funhouse.com.au

ZAX AMUSEMENTS

Ray McGowan – 0432 323 333
E: ray@cashflowgames.com.au

Insurance Brokers approved by
NAMOA.

Australia’s largest for Distribution,
Technical Repairs, Spare Parts and
Consultation.

NORTHERN TERRITORY
No nominations received

Fully underwritten by an Australian
Insurer. Exclusive facility available
to NAMOA members.

Housed in an all new purpose built
facility at 265 Ingles Street, Port
Melbourne, Victoria 3207.

Unique insurance solutions on a
policy developed in consultation
with your Association.

P: 03 9676 9190.
Fax: 03 9676 9290
Zak Athanasiadis
E: sales@zax.com.au
www.zax.com.au

SHADFORTH INSURANCE
BROKERS

Contact either Darren or Rebecca
Darren Reilly - 07 3031 1622
Mobile 0418 751 986
E: Darren.reilly@sfg.com.au
Rebecca Higgs 07 3031 1625
Or Mobile 0418 751 986
E: Rebecca.higgs@sfg.com.au

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
No nominations received
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Joanne Cox - 0452 418 164
E: planetamusements@gmail.com
TASMANIA
No nomination received
ACT
Nick Vasiliou – 041 930 750
E: nick@happydays.net.au

LIKE TO PUT

YOUR
BUSINESS
HERE?
JOIN NAMOA TODAY!
E: admin@namoa.com.au
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ARCADE IS BACK!
With the widespread decline of
Amusement Centres during the
end of the twentieth century it
was feared that we had seen the
end of the Arcade phenomenon.
The popularity of arcade games in
the late 70's and early 80's had left
the kids of that generation spoiled
for choice. Street locations such as
fish and chip shops and milkbars
were sure to have at least a couple of
games. These would quickly gobble
the 20c pieces kids had managed to
get from their soft drink bottle
deposits. On a special occasion a
youngster may get to go for a trip to
the city where all their favourite and
latest games were in one fantastic
location – The Arcade.
These places had to be seen to be
believed, a fantasy world where each
week there would be a new game
and all machines were set at near
maximum volume with attract modes
blaring.

The time has arrived – welcome to
the age of The Barcade.
The kids are now all grown up and
have a disposable income that they
are happy to spend recapturing the
experiences of their youth. There has
been a worldwide resurgence of
arcade culture in movies and TV. First
seen in American cities such as
Denver and Seattle.

And now down under, arcade
games and pinball machines
have been married with
gastropubs and craft beer to
capitalise on this wave of
nostalgia.
The Collector visited the first
Brisbane Barcade “Netherworld” to
catch up on the latest fashion in
gaming. The venue for this new
venture is the former site of the
historic Shamrock Hotel on St Paul’s

Terrace. Sitting right on one of the
busiest intersections in the city, the
games are clearly visible from the
street. Upon entry patrons are
greeted by the heritage listed bar
which takes up most of the room.
Craft beer is a focal point – no XXXX
or VB here – that’s the reason a place
such as this can exist. An essential
element of the Barcade, craft beer
gives the location a chance to
maximise their income due to the
high price of boutique ales.
The owners of Netherworld also run
local bar “The Scratch” and have
brought along multiple taps each
pouring quirky ales and ciders. A
drinking session at Netherworld may
empty your pockets quickly, but
along the way you’ll get to sample
the latest and greatest in Australian
craft brewing.
Continued on page 16...

As these hallowed halls of games
started to dwindle and their places
were filled by redemption pieces, or
disappeared altogether, many of us
looked back fondly on these years
and dreamt wistfully of a day when
they would return…
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Continued from page 15...
Now for the games - the “Ice Cold
Beer” rare novelty game in the bar
was a nice touch. Players can use
either $1 coins (all games were $1,
some were set “rock hard") or tokens
which were given away free with
drinks on the evening we visited.
The first room features 2 rows of
modern and retro pinball machines,
a twin Daytona driver taking pride of
place. Also in this room the “Hellmouth Diner” serves up the food for
the venue with a focus on vegetarian
dishes, meat options are also
available. In another room there are
even more pinball machines, new
Sterns including “ Batman ’66 “ and “
Aerosmith” and the bulk of the
upright video games.

Think video games such as
Donkey Kong and Galaga
bonafide uprights, running
original gameboards.
These games are used in
competitions run by Netherworld

where players aim for high scores
approved by the internationally
recognised competitve gaming
website “Twin Galaxies”. The pinball
machines in Netherworld also
benefit from the IFPA (International
Flipper Pinball Association) which
encourages local players to meet
once a month in a league formats
and others, to battle for cash prizes
and international rankings points.
Netherworld has a large selection of
board games and video game
consoles which can be played free
by patrons as they sip on their
expensive craft beverages. The
owners have tried to make their
appeal as broad as possible – even
to running Sunday kid’s sessions
without the bar open. “Little
Monster” mornings where Dad can
teach the kids about the games he
used to play when he was a boy in a
classic arcade environment.
Brisbane was crying out for a venue
such as Netherworld. It appears to
have been a roaring success during
its first three months of operation

with long lines stretching down
Brunswick St on a Friday or
Saturday night. We have seen the
Arcade we all remember return in the
form of The Barcade, let’s support it
and it will stay!
Ed Partridge
DISCLAIMER
1. All expressions of opinion are published on the
basis that they are not to be regarded as
expressing the official opinion of the publisher
unless expressly stated.
2. The publisher accepts no responsibility
whatsoever for the accuracy of any of the opinions
or information or advertisements contained in this
publication and readers should rely on their own
enquiries in making decisions concerning their
own interests. In particular, no responsibility is
accepted for the quality of goods or services
supplied by advertisers or for the accuracy of
materials submitted for reproduction. To the extent
permitted by law, the publishers, their employees,
agents and contractors exclude all liability
(including liability and negligence) to any person
for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or
arising as a result of material appearing in this
publication.

The Collector will feature reports when other new venues open, there are more in the pipeline ...
Contact: admin@namoa.com.au
Facebook: NAMOAGROUP
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Stern Pinball Inc.'s latest
machine series is almost
certain to become an all-time
bestseller. The game factory
today officially unveiled its
Star Wars Pinball line, which
celebrates the epic space
opera's 40th anniversary. It is
expected to ship later this
year.
The game immerses players in a
dynamic and challenging pinball
environment as they battle to restore
justice to the galaxy. Star Wars
pinball machines will be available in
Stern's pro, premium and limited-edition versions. Each packs
features that provide an irresistible
game experience, the company said.
Standard features include speech
and footage from the original Star
Wars trilogy, along with colorchanging LED inserts, a sculpted
LED-lit Millennium Falcon and a
sculpted TIE Fighter.
The limited edition and premium
models are equipped with two LCD
screens, an exploding Death Star
interactive display and a hyperspace
ramp.

"We are excited to bring these
pinball machines celebrating the
Star Wars galaxy and adventures to
our fans," said chairman and chief
executive Gary Stern.

"Our Star Wars Pinball
machines give fans a fun, new
way to enjoy the nonstop
action and new game sounds,
features and effects."
Star Wars, like all of Stern's latest
models, employ the factory's
SPIKE-2 electronic platform, which
enables high-definition graphics
and quality animation.
The state-of-the-art technology also
drives a high-fidelity three-channel
audio system that is said to be three
times more powerful than those
used in earlier Stern pinball generations. And when it comes to gameplay, the manufacturer said its Star
Wars Pinball entertains with an
"amazing array of modern and
classic features, making it suitable
for all skill levels."
Star Wars Pinball is available

through authorized Stern
distributors and dealers around
world.
Article by Nick Montano Nick@vendingtimes.net
Contact: Bruce Colbourne

Ph: 02 9700 9600.
Fax: 02 9669 1266.
www.amdcoinop.com
E: bcolbourne@amdcoinop.com
Article by Nick Montano Nick@vendingtimes.net
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THIS IS WHY MEMBERS
NEED A STRONG NAMOA!
Amusement parks imposing
28% tax under GST in India
Hyderabad: Industry bodies and
amusement parks voice their
concerns over imposing of 28 per
cent GST on them, while demanding
for total exemption or single digit
tax rate as the industry serves for
children outdoor entertainment.
“Imposing such high rates of
taxation is detrimental to the
prospects of our business making it
unviable besides putting thousands
of jobs at stake. The amusement
park industry is still at its nascent
stage and requires significant
support from the government’s end
to make the industry flourish in its
full dynamism.
We strongly advocate the
government to rethink on its
decision and support our industry
by bringing it under the aegis of the
tourism industry,” said Ramoji Film
City CEO Rajeev Jalnapurkar.
There are nearly 480 amusement
parks in the country, including the
popular Ramoji Film City, Adlabs
Imagica, Esselworld, Nicco Park and
Wonderla. The combined turnover is
expected to be Rs 6,000 crore by
2020.

the present taxation regime, the
amusement parks industry is
subject to entertainment tax and
service tax.
Such higher tax rate under GST will
not only hamper the current
amusement park industry, but will
be deterrent to new entrants in this
industry, says Ravindra Modi,
President, Federation of Telangana
and Andhra Pradesh Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FTAPCCI).
“Amusement parks are meant for
children entertainment. How can
the Centre or state government
deprive them of affordable
entertainment as it’s not luxury.
Parents take children to parks,
common man also goes to parks
with his children. It’ll be expensive
for children from middle class
families. How can government
consider children entertainment as
luxury. 28 per cent GST on
amusement parks is unjustifiable,”
Modi told The Hans India.

finance ministry officials for a single
digit GST levy on the amusement
park industry.
Since we are a part of the tourism
sector, we have requested the
ministry to withdraw the levy of
service tax as well once GST is
levied. Treat the amusement
industry in line with hospitality and
restaurants which fall in the GST
slab of 12-18 per cent, on top of it,
this industry doesn’t consume major
raw materials and input credit is not
more than 2-3 per cent therefore it
makes amusement industry
unviable to sustain such high GST
rate.”
The domestic amusement industry
generated direct employment to
80,000 people and indirect
employment to 1.5 lakh people.
According to IAAPI, the tax rates in
other Asian countries like Malaysia,
Thailand, Singapore, China and
Japan were well below 10 per cent.

Indian Association of Amusement
Parks and Industries (IAAPI) has
urged the union finance ministry for
a single digit goods and services tax
(GST) levy. Ajay Sarin, President,
IAAPI, said: “We have written to

Telangana is home to about 10
amusements parks which are
mostly concentrated around
Hyderabad and the capital-intensive
industry suffers longer break-even
point (BEP). Generally, amusement
parks get revenues comprising 55
per cent from ticket sales, 35 per
cent from food and beverages and
the balance from merchandising
and branding.
Amusement parks have been
reeling under tax pressure as state
governments have their own tax
structures. In addition to this,
Centre levies extra burden, said an
MD at a leading amusement park on
the outskirts of Hyderabad. Under
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SEGA - DAYTONA
CHAMPIONSHIP
MAY 2017
Sega Shifts Into High Gear with
Daytona
New Game Seeks to Be Easy to
Learn, Nearly Impossible to Master
Retro is in, and there aren’t many
titles in the arcade business more
recognizably retro than Sega’s 1994
iconic driver, Daytona USA. It
became one of the highest-grossing
arcade games of all time, blowing
away the competition with
revolutionary texture-mapped, 3D
graphics. The original game debuted
at number two on RePlay’s Players’
Choice deluxe videos chart back in
June 1994, and stayed on that chart
for 60 months, with 16 of those
spent in the number one slot. An
impressive track record to be sure.
Daytona has inspired numerous
offshoots –– ports to console and PC
players, updates, a sequel in ’98 and
remakes –– but never a full arcade
reboot of the original game. Until
now, that is, with Sega nearly ready
to ship its Daytona Championship USA.
“We first discussed Daytona about
three years ago, and it made
everyone incredibly nervous,” said
Sega’s head of R&D Patrick Michael.
“It is a hugely important franchise

for Sega and the arcade industry,
and there is a gigantic fan-base that
has continued to play the original
game. From the start, the most
important thing was to try to hold
on to what the original did right: the
handling, physics and challenge on
the track.”
The Sega team with Daytona
Championship USA at last fall’s
IAAPA Expo. Patrick Michael, the
company’s head of R&D and lead on
the Daytona project is pictured
seventh from right. That’s company
CEO Paul Williams at left.
Michael, who works out of Sega’s
U.K. headquarters, says near the
beginning of the project, that
nervousness disappeared. He spent
some time in the States to observe
players and found that older
Daytona games were still relatively
popular. He witnessed three
generations of a family –– players
ranging from 10 to 70 –– enjoying the
game together, and knew another
iteration of the classic was due

“It’s really exciting to see a
game that is now 20 years old
enjoyed by such a wide range
of people. We can only hope
we’ll say the same about this
one down the line,”
Michael said.

This new arcade racer highlights the
staples of the original hit – sunny
blue skies, NASCAR-inspired stock
cars, intense skill-based racing and
recreations of the original game’s
three tracks – and brings them into
the modern day. It even features a
soundtrack composed by Takenobu
Mitsuyoshi, who also composed the
earlier Daytona game’s music, as
well as multiple other Sega titles.
Keeping players fully immersed in
the race is the game’s 47” HD LED
monitor, which maintains a constant
60 frames per second. (Fun fact: The
original Daytona was oft-celebrated
for being one of the only games at
the time to be able to provide such a
smooth frame rate.)
According to Richard Listash,
national account executive at Player
One Amusement Group, the remade
game succeeded. “The new Daytona
by Sega is awesome, the force
feedback steering really captured
the feeling of the original Daytona
with updated graphics from today’s
technology,” he said.
Many industry members got their
first chance behind the wheel of
Daytona during last year’s IAAPA
show, where a not-yet-finished
version of the game was debuted.Continued on page 20...
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In March, Sega brought a
nearly finalized version to the
Amusement Expo where,
according to company officials,
it was a huge hit with many
industry players loving the
nostalgia.
Don’t for a second think that it’s only
retro with Daytona Championship
USA as the driver includes plenty of
new, innovative features. Three
brand new tracks augment the
revamped original three, including a
recreation of the newly renovated
Daytona International Speedway.
New game modes offer challenges to
players of all ages and familiarity
with the game.
One of which is Championship mode,
which offers single players the
chance to race on three tracks: If the
player achieves a podium position,
he/she qualifies for the next race,
and so on until the final race. If they
fail at some point during those three
tracks, they have a chance to continue.
To amp up competition and
personalize each race, an integrated
camera captures each player’s face
and displays the live camera feed to
other racers as they approach or pass
on the track.
A 27” video billboard marquee tops
the games, and helps draw in spectators who, according to Sega, enjoy
watching just as much as playing!
“Obviously, we wanted to add a lot of
features, but we also wanted to give
the operator the option to take some
of those features out,” Michael
continued. The result is that Daytona
is a highly customizable game built
with a wide array of skill levels and
players in mind.
To appeal to a wider audience, the
firm added new features. Plus, the
original “catch up” feature makes it
so that casual players, or those new
to the game, can still have a chance
when racing pros.

“Even if the casual player crashes at
the start or middle of the game, this
‘rubber band effect’ will bring them
back and give them an opportunity
to win.
It keeps players involved in the
whole game, from coin-up to the
race’s finish,” said Sales Manager
Vince Moreno. “I can play with my
mom or uncle –– someone who
never played a video game before ––
and they can still have a chance to
beat me,” said Vince.
Some features of the original game
didn’t quite make the cut with
Daytona Championship, though.
Sega removed the Endurance mode,
where operators could set up
hundreds of laps in one race.
Another difference is that the
cabinet comes standard with a
sequential shifter instead of the
classic four-speed.
“There is an option to include the
four-speed shifter, because a lot of
diehards don’t like the sequential.
They think it results in slower
acceleration, but from what I’ve
seen, a lot of the guys using
sequential shifters will overtake the
four-speeds. In the end, though, it’s
up to the operator to decide that,”
Michael said.
Built with the operator in mind, an
all-new Party mode allows them to

set up special events and
tournaments to drive players back to
the game.
Sega conceptualized this as a way
for the operator to personalize each
machine for the location it’s in.
Operators can design the parameters
themselves, adjusting the rules and
difficulty for a “perfect fit.”
To assist in service and troubleshooting,
Daytona also introduces “Sega-IQ
Intellgent Service Menus” which
offer prompts and troubleshooting
advice for quicker, easier repairs.

Revved Up & Ready
According to Sega, reception of the
game has been stellar. They report
that multiple publications, blogs and
the fans themselves have raptly
followed release details. “In the
industry, distributors and operators
are eagerly awaiting the chance to
get it out and earning,” they
declared.
“There’s no question that our distributors are highly anticipating the
comeback of Daytona after playing it
at Amusement Expo where it was 90
percent complete,” said Moreno.
“They were quite excited on the
gameplay.”
Continued on page 21...
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Additionally, Michael shared that
there have been numerous requests
for home versions of Daytona, but
insists that this is an arcade exclusive.
“It was probably the project I’ve had
the most fun working on,” Michael
said. “We tried to open the game up
to a wider audience. The operator
can take it right down to a very short
and incredibly easy game, and there
are lots of additional features for a
younger audience. Even if a very
young player can’t reach the pedals,
the game will sense that and actually
take over for them so they can still
steer and enjoy the race.”
Michael stressed that despite the
search for a wider general audience,
the game can still be dizzyingly
difficult for those diehard drivers.
The 24 years since Sega released the
original Daytona, the new game sees
exponential increases to processing
power, not only allowing for crisp,
realistic graphics but more intelligent
AI that adapts to stay competitive with
each individual player.

“Operators can absolutely set it up
to be incredibly challenging. There
are five difficulty levels to choose
from and six game lengths.
settings.”
The expert courses, as well as some
of the new ones are very challenging,”
Michael said. “I have staff who’ve
been playing this game for eight
months who still struggle to get
first place on the hardest settings.”

What’s Next?
With a revamp of one of the most
iconic games in Sega’s lengthy
library, one wonders what the firm
may set their eyes on next.
Michael was reticent to share such
secrets, however, only hinting at
what may be coming from the
well-known arcade designers at
Sega.
“Suffice to say, we’re expanding our
R&D team here, and expanding our
product line,” Michael concluded.
“We have an incredible game designer
from Sega Japan, Shinichi Ogasawara working in the U.K., and lots of
very exciting, very innovative things
coming down the pipeline.
We are always looking at reinventions
of old arcade games and some of our
other incredible franchises, so watch
out for us!”
Learn more about Daytona and other
Sega games at
www.segaarcade.com
Article Courtesy of Replay

ATM THIEVES IN
EVERETT, WA, SET
CASH ON FIRE!
HOT THEFT: Thieves looking to
rob a bank ATM in Everett,
WA, accidentally set fire to
the cash inside with a
blowtorch.
(Photo supplied by the Everett
Police Dept.)

EVERETT, WA -- A pair of bumbling
ATM thieves here did not plan their
heist as well as they might have.
After using a blowtorch to gain access
to the machine’s cashbox, they not
only triggered a fire alarm, but also
set fire to the money inside.
According to local law enforcement,
one of the men attempted to put out
the fire by urinating on it.
Police have identified the two
suspects as Eli Steen and Jason Kovar,
both 31 and from Everett. If
apprehended, the pair could face
arson and robbery charges.
Article by Hank Schlesinger
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